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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

1 . Applicant's arguments filed April 2, 2009 have been fully considered but they are

not persuasive.

Examiner respectfully disagrees with Applicants assertion that Trossen does not

teach the feature "determine a transmission method ... so that a mobile station

belonging to the specific multicast group equipped with a lowest reception capability can

receive the information using the determined transmission method". Trossen teaches in

Cols. 6 lines 16-20, lines 39 - 41 , lines 60 - 67, 7 lines 1 - 2, lines 60 - 62, 8 lines 5 - 7,

lines 14 - 36 a multicast group that is made up of multicast subgroups. The subgroups

can receive the same multicast content via different layers such a basic layer for low

data rates and an enhancement layer for more robust or higher data rates. The

subgroup(s) that receives the multicast content via the basic layer is the group of

wireless terminals that support the lowest data rates. The subgroup(s) that receives the

multicast content via the enhancement layers is the group of wireless terminals that

support higher data rates. While it is true, as indicated by Applicants', that a mobile can

be precluded from receiving Lsub2 said mobile can still receive the data via other

layers. The mobile is not excluded from receiving any content at all but from receiving

said content via a particular layer, such as, for example, an enhancement layer. All of

the mobile devices in the multicast group will receive the multicast content via different

layers thus rendering a scenario where a mobile device with the lowest supported data
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rate receives said content via a basic layer and another mobile device with a higher

supported data rate receives said content via an enhancement layer. Trossen thus

reads on the limitation in question. Trossen also teaches in Col. 12 lines 38-51 a new

mobile station that attempts to join the specific multicast group no being precluded from

joining said group.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

3. Claims 1,4, 6, 11, 14 - 15 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Trossen et al. (US 7,054,643) in view of Kim et al. (US 7,286,558)

Regarding Claim 1 , Trossen teaches a radio communication system for

performing multicast communication comprising: a reception ability value collector

configured to collect a reception ability value of each mobile station belonging to a

specific multicast group (Cols: 3 lines 35 - 39, 4 lines 6-11,5 lines 20 - 43, 6 lines 4

- 24, Table 1); a radio resource manager configured to manage available radio

resources (Col. 6 lines 16-20, efficiently managing the frequency spectrum, which is

a radio resource a transmission method determiner configured to determine a

transmission method of transmitting information in accordance with the collected

reception ability value (Col. 5 lines 38 - 39, modulation-coding schemes); a
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transmission method determiner configured to determine the transmission method in

accordance with the reception ability value and the available radio resources, so that a

mobile station belonging to the specific multicast group equipped with a lowest

reception ability can receive the information using the determined transmission method

(Cols. 5 lines 20 - 43, 6 lines 4 - 24, lines 39 - 41 , lines 60 - 67, 7 lines 1 - 2, lines 60

- 67, 8 lines 5-7, lines 1 - 36); and a transmitter configured to transmit the

information to each mobile station belonging to the specific multicast group using the

determined transmission method without precluding a new mobile station that attempts

to join the specific multicast group from joining the specific multicast group (Col. 12

lines 38-51).

Trossen does not teach wherein the reception ability value defines a reception

buffer size of each mobile station.

Kim, which also teaches a wireless system wherein the base station determines

maximum data rate that a mobile station can support, teaches a reception ability value

that defines a reception buffer size of each mobile station (Col. 8 lines 31 - 34, each

mobile station uses the supplemental channel to transmit data to the base station thus

there will be a determination of the buffer size of each mobile, the buffer will receive

data for the purpose of transmitting or receiving thus said buffer is a reception buffer).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify the system of Trossen with above feature of Kim as an

alternative means for achieving the predictable result of determining the maximum data

rate that a mobile station can support.
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Regarding Claim 4, Trossen teaches a radio station comprising: a reception

ability value collector configured to collect a reception ability value of each mobile

station belonging to a specific multicast group (Figure 5, Cols: 3 lines 35 - 39, 4 lines 6

-11,5 lines 20 - 43, 6 lines 4 - 24, 1 0 lines 1 - 4, Table 1 ); a radio resource manager

configured to manage available radio resources (Col. 6 lines 16-20, efficiently

managing the frequency spectrum, which is a radio resource a transmission method

determiner configured to determine a transmission method of transmitting information

in accordance with the collected reception ability value (Col. 5 lines 38 - 39,

modulation-coding schemes); a transmission method determiner configured to

determine the transmission method in accordance with the reception ability value and

the available radio resources, so that a mobile station belonging to the specific

multicast group equipped with a lowest reception ability can receive the information

using the determined transmission method (Cols. 5 lines 20 - 43, 6 lines 4 - 24, lines

39 - 41 , lines 60 - 67, 7 lines 1 - 2, lines 60 - 67, 8 lines 5-7, lines 1 - 36); and a

transmitter configured to transmit the information to each mobile station belonging to

the specific multicast group using the determined transmission method without

precluding a new mobile station that attempts to join the specific multicast group from

joining the specific multicast group (Col. 12 lines 38 - 51 ).

Trossen does not teach wherein the reception ability value defines a reception

buffer size of each mobile station.

Kim, which also teaches a wireless system wherein the base station determines

maximum data rate that a mobile station can support, teaches a reception ability value
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that defines a reception buffer size of each mobile station (Col. 8 lines 31 - 34, each

mobile station uses the supplemental channel to transmit data to the base station thus

there will be a determination of the buffer size of each mobile, the buffer will receive

data for the purpose of transmitting or receiving thus said buffer is a reception buffer).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify the system of Trossen with above feature of Kim as an

alternative means for achieving the predictable result of determining the maximum data

rate that a mobile station can support.

Regarding Claims 6,11, Trossen in view of Kim teaches all of the claimed

limitations recited in Claims 4, 7. Trossen further teaches wherein the transmission

method is determined by at least one of a modulation method, transmission power, a

method of organizing the information hierarchically, the amount of data, the numbers of

codes, an error correction method, the numbers of blocks, an interleaving length and a

rate matching method (Col. 5 lines 38 - 39, modulation-coding schemes).

Regarding Claims 14, 15, Trossen in view of Kim teaches all of the claimed

limitations recited in Claim 1 , 4. Trossen further teaches wherein the transmission

method determiner is configured to determine the transmission method so that the

mobile station belonging to the specific multicast group equipped with a lowest

reception ability can receive the information using the determined transmission method,

even when at least one mobile station capable of receiving the information using a

transmission method corresponding to a more robust reception ability value exists in the
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specific multicast group (Cols. 6 lines 1 6 - 20, lines 39 - 41 , lines 60 - 67, 7 lines 1 - 2,

lines 60 - 62, 8 lines 5 - 7, lines 14-36, See Response To Arguments set forth above).

4. Claims 7, 1 3 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over

Trossen et al. (US 7,054,643) in view of Kim et al. (US 7,286,558), as applied to Claims

4, 1 set forth above, and further in view of Agrawal et al. (US 6,748,234)

Regarding Claims 7, 13, Trossen in view of Kim teaches all of the claimed

limitations recited in Claims 4, 1 . Trossen in view of Kim does not teach wherein the

radio resource is defined by at least one of transmission power, the numbers of codes,

the numbers of frequencies and propagation conditions.

Agrawal, which also teaches a CDMA2000 system, teaches wherein the radio

resource is defined by transmission power (Col. 3 lines 53 - 59).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify the system of Trossen in view of Kim with the above

feature of Agrawal for the purpose of compensating for power fluctuations associated

with fading as taught by Agrawal.

Conclusion

5. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to RAYMOND S. DEAN whose telephone number is

(571)272-7877. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 6:00-2:30.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Edward F. Urban can be reached on 571-272-7899. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/Raymond S Dean/

Examiner, Art Unit 2618
Raymond S. Dean
June 9, 2009


